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Abstract: Packet switching is a digital networking 

communications method that groups all transmitted 

data into suitably sized blocks, called packets, which 

are transmitted via a medium that may be shared by 

multiple simultaneous communication sessions. 

Packet switching increases network efficiency, 

robustness and enables technological convergence of 

many applications operating on the same network.  

Link-state routing protocols are one of the two main 

classes of routing protocols used in packet switching 

networks for computer communications, the other 

being distance-vector routing protocols. Link State 

routing protocols do not view networks in terms of 

adjacent routers and hop counts, but they build a 

comprehensive view of the overall network which 

fully describes the all possible routes along with their 

costs. Using the SPF (Shortest Path First) algorithm, 

the router creates a "topological database" which is 

a hierarchy reflecting the network routers it knows 

about. It then puts it's self on the top of this 

hierarchy, and has a complete picture from it's own 

perspective. Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and 

Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS), 

split traffic evenly over shortest paths based on link 

weights. However, optimizing the link weights for 

OSPF/IS-IS to the offered traffic is a well-known 

NP-hard problem, and even the best setting of the 

weights can deviate significantly from an optimal 

distribution of the traffic. In this paper, we propose a 

new link-state routing protocol, PEFT, that splits 

traffic over multiple paths with an exponential 

penalty on longer paths. 

Keywords: Packet-Switching Networks, Routing, 

Shortest path, OSPF, HALO, Routers. 

Introduction: 

Packet Switching is the routing and transferring of data 

by means of addressed packets so that a channel is 

occupied during the transmission of the packet only, 

and upon completion of the transmission the channel is 

made available for the transfer of other traffic. Packets 

are composed of a header and payload. Information in 

the header is used by networking hardware to direct 

the packet to its destination where the payload is 

extracted and used by application software. Packet 

switching features delivery of variable bit rate data 

streams, realized as sequences of packets, over a 

computer network which allocates transmission 

resources as needed using statistical multiplexing or 

dynamic bandwidth allocation techniques. When 

traversing network nodes, such as switches and 

routers, packets are buffered and queued, resulting in 

variable latency and throughput depending on the link 

capacity and the traffic load on the network. 

 

Packet switching contrasts with another principal 

networking paradigm, circuit switching, a method 

which pre-allocates dedicated network bandwidth 

specifically for each communication session, each 

having a constant bit rate and latency between nodes. 

In cases of billable services, such as cellular 

communication services, circuit switching is 

characterized by a fee per unit of connection time, 

even when no data is transferred, while packet 

switching may be characterized by a fee per unit of 

information transmitted, such as characters, packets, or 

messages. 

 

Packet mode communication may be implemented 

with or without intermediate forwarding nodes (packet 

switches or routers). Packets are normally forwarded 
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by intermediate network nodes asynchronously using 

first-in, first-out buffering, but may be forwarded 

according to some scheduling discipline for fair 

queuing, traffic shaping, or for differentiated or 

guaranteed quality of service, such as weighted fair 

queuing or leaky bucket. 

 

In packet switching networks, routing directs packet 

forwarding (the transit of logically addressed network 

packets from their source toward their ultimate 

destination) through intermediate nodes. Intermediate 

nodes are typically network hardware devices such as 

routers, bridges, gateways, firewalls, or switches. 

General-purpose computers can also forward packets 

and perform routing, though they are not specialized 

hardware and may suffer from limited performance. 

The routing process usually directs forwarding on the 

basis of routing tables, which maintain a record of the 

routes to various network destinations. Thus, 

constructing routing tables, which are held in the 

router's memory, is very important for efficient 

routing. Most routing algorithms use only one network 

path at a time. Multipath routing techniques enable the 

use of multiple alternative paths. 

 

Path selection involves applying a routing metric to 

multiple routes to select (or predict) the best route. In 

computer networking, the metric is computed by a 

routing algorithm, and can cover information such as 

bandwidth, network delay, hop count, path cost, load, 

MTU (maximum transmission unit), reliability, and 

communication cost. The routing table stores only the 

best possible routes, while link-state or topological 

databases may store all other information as well. 

 

Because a routing metric is specific to a given routing 

protocol, multi-protocol routers must use some 

external heuristic to select between routes learned from 

different routing protocols. Cisco routers, for example, 

attribute a value known as the administrative distance 

to each route, where smaller administrative distances 

indicate routes learned from a supposedly more 

reliable protocol. 

 

Link-state routing protocol 

The link-state protocol is performed by every 

switching node in the network (i.e., nodes that are 

prepared to forward packets; in the Internet, these are 

called routers). The basic concept of link-state routing 

is that every node constructs a map of the connectivity 

to the network, in the form of a graph, showing which 

nodes are connected to which other nodes. Each node 

then independently calculates the next best logical path 

from it to every possible destination in the network. 

The collection of best paths will then form the node's 

routing table. Examples of link-state routing protocols 

include open shortest path first (OSPF) and 

intermediate system to intermediate system (IS-IS). 

 

Calculating Shortest paths: 

Each node independently runs an algorithm over the 

map to determine the shortest path from itself to every 

other node in the network; generally some variant of 

Dijkstra's algorithm is used. This is based around a 

link cost across each path which includes available 

bandwidth among other things. 

 

A node maintains two data structures: a tree containing 

nodes which are "done", and a list of candidates. The 

algorithm starts with both structures empty; it then 

adds to the first one the node itself. The variant of a 

Greedy Algorithm then repetitively does the following: 

 

 All neighbour nodes which are directly 

connected to the node are just added to the tree 

(excepting any nodes which are already in 

either the tree or the candidate list). The rest 

are added to the second (candidate) list. 

 Each node in the candidate list is compared to 

each of the nodes already in the tree. The 

candidate node which is closest to any of the 

nodes already in the tree is itself moved into 

the tree and attached to the appropriate 

neighbor node. When a node is moved from 

the candidate list into the tree, it is removed 

from the candidate list and is not considered in 

subsequent iterations of the algorithm. 
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The above two steps are repeated as long as there are 

any nodes left in the candidate list. (When there are 

none, all the nodes in the network will have been 

added to the tree.) This procedure ends with the tree 

containing all the nodes in the network, with the node 

on which the algorithm is running as the root of the 

tree. The shortest path from that node to any other 

node is indicated by the list of nodes one traverses to 

get from the root of the tree, to the desired node in the 

tree. 

 

Existing System 

The information routers require to build their databases 

is provided in the form of Link State advertisement 

packets (LSAP). Routers do not advertise their entire 

routing tables, instead each router advertises only its 

information regarding immediately adjacent routers. 

Link State protocols in comparison to Distance Vector 

protocols have: 

• Big memory requirements 

• Shortest path computations require many CPU circles 

• If network is stable little bandwidth is used; react 

quickly to topology changes 

• Announcements cannot be “filtered”. All items in the 

database must be sent to neighbors 

• All neighbors must be trusted 

• Authentication mechanisms can be used to avoid 

undesired adjacencies 

• No split horizon techniques are possible 

 

Proposed System 

Our goal in this paper is to eliminate this tradeoff 

between optimality and ease of implementation in 

routing. The result is Hop-by-hop Adaptive Link-state 

Optimal (HALO), a routing solution that retains the 

simplicity of link-state, hop-by-hop protocols while 

iteratively converging to the optimal routing 

assignment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first optimal link-state hop-by-hop routing solution. 

Not surprisingly, there are multiple challenges to 

overcome when designing such a solution. Before 

getting into them, we define the following important 

recurring terms for ease of exposition. 

Hop-by-hop:  Each router, based on the destination 

address, controls only the next hop that a packet takes. 

 

Adaptive: The algorithm does not require the traffic 

demand matrix as an explicit input in order to compute 

link weights. Specifically, the algorithm seamlessly 

recognizes and adapts to changes in the network, both 

topology changes and traffic variations, as inferred 

from the network states like link flow rates. 

Link-state:  Each router receives the state of all the 

network’s links through periodically flooded link-state 

updates and makes routing decisions based on the link 

states. 

 

Optimal: The routing algorithm minimizes some cost 

function (e.g., minimize total delay) determined by the 

network operator. The problem of guiding network 

traffic through routing to minimize a given global cost 

function is called traffic engineering (TE). 

Architecture 
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Modules 

Network Node Configuration 

Iteratively adjust each router’s split ratios and move 

traffic from one outgoing link to another. This only 

controls the next hop on a packet’s path leading to 

hop-by-hop routing. If instead we controlled path rates, 

we would get source routing. 

Path Design 

Increase the split ratio to the link that is part of the 

shortest path at each iteration even though the average 

price via the next-hop router may not be the lowest. If 

instead we forwarded traffic via the next-hop router 

with the lowest average price, we get Gallager’s 

approach, which is a distance vector solution. 

Link Management 

Adapt split ratios dynamically and incrementally by 

decreasing along links that belong to nonshortest paths 

while increasing along the link that is part of the 

shortest path at every router. If instead split ratios are 

set to be positive instantaneously only to the links 

leading to shortest paths, then we get OSPF with 

weights,  

Dijkstra 

For a given source vertex (node) in the graph, the 

algorithm finds the path with lowest cost (i.e. the 

shortest path) between that vertex and every other 

vertex. It can also be used for finding costs of shortest 

paths from a single vertex to a single destination vertex 

by stopping the algorithm once the shortest path to the 

destination vertex has been determined. For example, 

if the vertices of the graph represent cities and edge 

path costs represent driving distances between pairs of 

cities connected by a direct road, Dijkstra's algorithm 

can be used to find the shortest route between one city 

and all other cities. As a result, the shortest path 

algorithm is widely used in network routing protocols, 

most notably IS-IS and OSPF (Open Shortest Path 

First) 

function Dijkstra(Graph, source): 

      dist[source]  := 0                     // Distance from 

source to source 

      for each vertex v in Graph:            // Initializations 

          if v ≠ source 

              dist[v]  := infinity           // Unknown distance 

function from source to v 

              previous[v]  := undefined      // Previous node 

in optimal path from source 

          end if  

          add v to Q                         // All nodes initially in 

Q (unvisited nodes) 

      end for 

       

   while Q is not empty:                  // The main loop 

         u := vertex in Q with min dist[u]  // Source node 

in first case 

         remove u from Q  

          

         for each neighbor v of u:           // where v has 

not yet been removed from Q. 

             alt := dist[u] + length(u, v) 

              if alt < dist[v]:               // A shorter path to v 

has been found 

                  dist[v]  := alt  
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                  previous[v]  := u  

              end if 

          end for 

      end while 

      return dist[], previous[] 

  end function 

Advantages of the Proposed System 

1) Dampen update frequency 

2) Target link-state updates to multicast 

3) Use link-state area hierarchy for topology 

4) Exchange route summaries at area borders 

5) Use Time-stamps Update numbering & counters 

6) Manage partitions using a area hierarchy 

Conclusion: 

There are different algorithms used to achieve efficient 

routing. Some of them are OSPF, Gallager‟s, PEFT, 

projected gradient, and HALO which is Hop by hop 

Adaptive Link state optimal routing. These algorithms 

have different characters like hop by hop, adaptive 

quality, link state, and optimal. The HALO has all of 

them, while the other algorithms miss one or more 

qualities. And the HALO is all four wiz link state, hop 

by hop, optimal and adaptive. So it can be shown that 

adopting all the above mentioned qualities in the 

algorithms can make the routing near optimal and 

hence improves the efficiency of the routing algorithm. 
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